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1.  Introduction

Medium range statistical guidance providing forecasts of several meteorological variables through 192 hours was

implemented by the National Weather Service in December, 1992 (Jensenius et al. 1993, 1995).  Initially, a perfect

prog approach was used to develop the statistical equations, but by the mid 1990s, this approach was improved upon

by use of the MOS technique (Erickson and Carroll 1999).  The statistical guidance is based on output from the

National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Medium Range Forecast (MRF) 0000 UTC model cycle.

The MRF was upgraded in April 2002, and is now known as the Global Spectral Model (GFS) within the Global

Forecast System.  In parallel testing, this upgrade had minimal impact on MOS output (see

www.nws.no aa.gov/md l/synop/gfs/mrfm os.html).  Th us, findings from  this study based  on MR F output sho uld still

be valid for GSM output despite changes in the numerical modeling system.

Since the imp lementation  of MRF  statistical guidanc e (hereafter F MR), N WS fo recasts with lead s time of seven  days

have become  available to the general public.  Since the F MR is one o f the inputs into the medium range forec ast

process, an understand ing of the skill level of these forecasts is important to using them prop erly to convey the most

accurate fo recast with the ap propriate  level of confid ence and  detail.

This paper verifies FMR temperature and 24-hour probability of precipitation forecasts (POP)  through 192 hours for

Moline, Illinois.  Section 2 discusses the methodology of the assessment.  Sections 3 and 4 detail the findings for

temperature and POP forecasts, respectively.  Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of the study, including

considerations for the forecast pro cess.

2.  Methodology

Maximum and minimum temperatures, precipitation data, and FMR output for Moline, Illinois (MLI) were collected

for the year 19 99.  Statistics we re generate d for each d aily forecast pe riod during  the entire year, the n collated into

seasonal components (spring - March, April, May; summer - June, July, August; fall - September, October,

Novem ber; and w inter - Decem ber, Janua ry, February) .  

The study includes an assessment of maximum forecast temperatures for Day 1 and the maximum and minimum

forecast temperatures for days 2 through 8.  Daily precipitation forecasts (POPs) were evaluated for days 2 through 8

and in two ways; first, assuming trace observations are zero (trace=0), as used in the developme nt of the forecast

equations; and second, assuming trace events as measurable precipitation (trace=m easurab le).  This was done for

comparison purposes.   In  addit ion, c limatological values of temperature  and POPs, which are  included with the FMR

product, were also assessed  for comparison to fore cast values.

Statistics calculated for temperature forecasts include mean absolute error (MAE) (Eq. 1.0), bias (Eq. 1.1), and

standard deviation (Wilks 1995).  Statistics calculated for POP forecasts include the Brier Score (BS) (Eq. 1.2) and

Skill Score u sing climatolo gy as a referenc e (Eq. 1.3 ) (Wilks 1 995).  

Where F equals a forecast value and O equals the observed value,

MAE = |F - O|

(1.0)
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Bias = F - O

(1.1)

Brier score =  1/n  3 (F - O)2

(1.2)

Skill score = 1 - (BS/BSref)

(1.3)

where BSref is the climatological Brier score.

The MLI ASOS is representative of the surrounding area and has no unusual local effects.  ASOS does have known

problems measuring frozen precipitation.  These errors have been manually quality controlled and corrected in real

time.  Thus, the findings derived from the data set should be representative of the area.

3.  Temperatures

a.  Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

Looking a t the data by sea sons, spring tem perature fo recasts (Fig. 1 ) showed a  gradual incr ease in M AE from  day 1

through 8.  Days 1 through 4 had reasonable forecast errors between about 2 and 4 degrees.  The average error

increased to between 5 and 6 degrees for days 5 through 8.  The largest MAE’s occurred where expected, in the later

periods, with forecast maximum temperatures for days 6 through 8 having the highest errors.  Interestingly, the

climate maximum temperature had the greatest  error (over 7 degrees), which is not unexpected since this period

averaged warmer than normal (Fig. 2).

The summer period (Fig. 1) was similar in trend to spring, but with lower MAEs.  An average error of less than 4

degrees extended through day 5, after which MAEs climbed to around 5 degrees by days 7 and 8.  Performance was

relatively good as would be  expected in a forecast seaso n with fewer extremes and air mass ch anges.

The fall forecast period (Fig. 1), as a transitional season with changeable weather, had much higher errors than

summer, especial ly  af ter  day 3.  Days 1 through 3 had an MAE of around 4 degrees,  but s tar ting with day 3, FMR

forecast maximum tem peratures showed large  increases in error with day 7 maxim ums off over 8 degree s.  Forecast

maximum temperature MAEs for days 5 through 8 averaged 7.5 to 8 de grees.  The climatological maximum

temperature MAE was the highest overall for the fall forecast period, over 10 degrees.  Forecast minimum

temperatures had a relatively smaller error, but still rose to 6 degrees for days 7 and 8.

FMR  MAE s were poo rest during the w inter season (F ig. 1) as a who le for days 1 thr ough 8, ac counting for b oth

forecast ma ximums and  minimums.  A n MAE  around 4  degrees fo r days 1 and  2 maximu m temper atures grew into

an average error of close to 8 degrees by days 7 and 8, while MAEs for minimum temperatures averaged between 6

and 8 degrees for days 2 through 8.  Again climatology had a large MAE of over 10 degrees.  This may be in part

due to a milder than normal winter season, especially in February (Fig. 2).  Large forecast errors, especially in later

periods, c ould result in so me part to the  output bein g overly weigh ted toward  climatology.

Averaging the four seasons into annual values (Fig. 1), the MAE for maximum forecast temperature for day 1, and

the max/min for days 2 and 3 showed a fairly good score with an average error 3 to 4 degrees.  However at the end of

the period, days 6 through 8 showed MAEs of 5 to 7 degrees.  FMR forecast temperatures had an average 5 degree

MAE in the heart of the medium range forecast period for days 4 and 5.  The annual MAEs were biased by high

errors from days 4 throug h 8 in the fall and winter seasons.

b.  Standard Deviation 

The stand ard devia tion of FM R tempe rature foreca st error (Fig. 3 ) showed th e same gen eral trend as M AEs. 

Summer forecasts had with the least variability with an average 3 to 5 degree spread from Day 1 through 8.  In other 
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Fig. 1.  Maximum and minimum temperature mean absolute error (°F) for days 1 through 8 and

climatology.  F rom upp er left, spring and  summer, fall an d winter, annu al.
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Fig. 2.  Seasonal temperature departure from normal (°F).  Solid = maximum temperature and striped =

minimum temperature.

words, two -thirds of the sum mer foreca st errors were  5 degree s or less and o ne-third were  greater than 5  degrees. 

The spread s were greater during the fall and winter season s, with both seasons showing increasing sp read for days 1

through 8.  Days 1 and 2 showed a standard deviation of just over 5 degrees, which climbed to over 9 degrees by day

8.  Again, high standard deviations in fall and winter skewed the annual values with days 1 and 2 averaging around 5

degrees w hich climbe d to over 8  degrees b y Day 8.  N ot surprisingly, the  spread o f forecast erro r was higher in

seasons with m ore transitiona l weather, whe n the potentia l for large misses  in forecast tem peratures is hig hest.

c.  Bias

Looking at the seasonal b reakdown, spring (Fig. 4) sho wed a rather consistent small, positive  bias from  days 2

through 8.  This indicated that the FMR was on average 0.5 to 2 degree too warm for both forecast maximum and

minimum temperatures in March, April, and May, with a near 2 degree warm bias for days 3 to 5.  Even the

climatological minimum and maximum forecasts showed at least a 0.5 degree warm bias, the only season in 1999

where the climatological forecasts for the period showed a positive bias.  This is interesting since the 1999 spring

season at M oline was slightly ab ove norm al tempera ture-wise ove rall, and yet the F MR still had  a modes t warm bias. 

The sum mer seaso n bias (Fig. 4)  from foreca st days 1 throu gh 5 was gen erally 1 to 2 d egrees neg ative (cool)  for both

highs and lows, with days 3 through 5 showing only a slight negative bias on the maximums, and almost a 1 degree

warm bias on the minimu ms.  In general, temperatures show ed little consistent bias in this period.  For days 6

through 8, b oth forecas t maximum s and minim ums had a  general 1 to  2 degree  warm bias.  T his may be attrib utable

to the fact that in general, the MRF systematically does not bring cold fronts far enough south across the United

States late in the forecast cycle during the summer months.  The summer climate forecasts showed a general 1 degree

negative bia s.  Compa red to all seaso ns,  FMR  was had the lo west bias in sum mer for da ys 1 through 8 , which would

be expected for a relatively unchanging season where temperatures averaged near or slightly above normal for the

three mon th period (F ig. 2). 

The fall season averaged warmer than normal at Moline for maximum temperatures but below normal for minimum

temperatu res (Fig. 2).  T his may have b een one fac tor contribu ting to the rather p oor perfo rmance b y the FMR  this

forecast season, especially on maximum temperatures after day 3 (Fig. 4).  FMR forecast maximum temperatures for

days 4 through 8 averaged 4 to 5 degree cooler than observed as FMR  consistently underforecast the maximum

temperatu res.  Interestingly, the F MR ha d only a 1 to  2 degree  warm bias o n the minimum  temperatur es from da y 2

through 8, with the magnitude of the bias decreasing after day 4.  With a mild late fall, FMR guidance did not

respond accordingly, trending its forecast maximum temperatures toward climatology.  This was apparent as the

climate maximum had the largest negative bias of all, tallying over 6 degrees too cool for the fall season.  However,

the climatological minimum sho wed just about a deg ree of negative bias, even though m inimum temperatures 
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Fig. 3.  Standard deviation of temperature forecast error (°F) for days 1 through 8 and climatology.  From

upper left, spr ing and sum mer, fall and w inter, annual.
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Fig. 4.  Forecast temperature bias (°F) for days 1 through 8 and climatology.  From upper left, spring and

summer, fall an d winter, annu al.
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averaged  below no rmal.

For the winte r months (F ig. 4), the FM R tempe rature foreca sts showed a  strong warm  bias from d ays 2 through  8. 

Forecast minimum temperatures were especially prone to a positive (warm) bias error, with forecast minimums for

day 4 averaging almost 6 degrees too warm.  The forecast minimum temperatures averaged 3.5 to 4.5 degrees too

warm through the eight day forecast period, while the forecast maximums averaged between 2 and 3 degrees too

warm.  The winter season showed the largest one-way bias of any season.  This is particularly interesting since the

winter month s (especially Fe bruary) wer e above  normal (F ig. 2).  Only Jan uary was close  to its normal m onthly

average tem perature.  H owever, the  winter season  climatologic al tempera tures showed  close to a 4 d egree cold  bias. 

But yet even with a milder than norm al season, it seems that the FMR  over-compensa ted and had a warm  forecast

bias.  Even in  the later parts o f the forecast pe riod when  the mode l should trend  toward the c limatology, FM R still

showed a 3 degree warm bias.  This suggests that during an abnormally warm or cool season, FMR guidance will not

necessarily tren d oppo site the climate an omaly.

Looking at the FMR forecast year as a whole (Fig. 4), the forecast maximum temperatures averaged close to a zero

bias from days 1 through 8.  This is due to the large negative maximum temperature bias of the fall season being

balanced by positive biases of the spring and winter seasons.  Forecast minimum temperatures through the eight day

forecast period reflected a positive bias.  The FMR averaged almost a 2 degree warm bias for minimum temperatures

from day 2 through 8 through the year.  The 1 to 2 degree negative bias of the climatological maximums and

minimums illustrates the warmer climate regime in place during most of 1999.

4.  Probability of Precipitation

a.  Brier Score

Overall, FMR guidance performed generally well for precipitation forecasting in a year when precipitation averaged

below normal in each season (Fig. 5).  Brier scores range from 0 to 1 with 0 being a perfect score.  Most seasonal

scores for FMR forecasts were 0.2 or less.  The highest Brier scores for both trace=m easurab le and trace=0 data

sets (Figs. 6 and  7 respective ly) occurred  during the winte r season follo wed by the su mmer, while  the lowest (be st)

scores oc curred du ring the very dr y fall.  Scores trend ed gradu ally higher as the lea d time pro gressed fro m day 2 to

8.   Annual B rier score we re similar in trend  and magn itude to seaso nal scores (F igs. 6 and 7) . 

Fig. 5.  Seasonal precipitation departure from normal (inches).

b.  Skill Scores

For seasonal skill scores with trace=measurable events (Fig. 8), day 2 FMR showed a near 70% improvement over

climate in spring which tailed off to only around a 5% improvement by days 7 and 8.  For trace=0 events (Fig. 9 ), 
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Fig. 6.  Brier Score for trace=m easurab le events.
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Fig. 7.  Brier Score for trace=0 events.
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the results were less impressive at shorter lead times.  FMR had a 35% improvement over climate on day 2, but then

quickly trend ed down  to only a 5%   or less impro vement by d ays 7 and 8 .  Days 2 thro ugh 4 show ed a relatively

large improvement over climate precipitation percentages for events greater than a trace.  The POP equations were

developed assuming trace events as zeroes.  Also, unlike the temperature equations which were developed for a

single station, the POP equations were developed for a regional set of locations (Jensenius et al. 1993).

Summer forecasts had lower skill scores over climatology, especially for trace=0 events (Fig. 9 ).  Day 2 fore casts

had a 25% improvement over climatology, but quickly tailed off to 5% or less for day 4 and beyond.  For

trace=m easurab le events, FMR performed somewhat better for days 2 through 4 (Fig. 8), but overall, the summer

season is when FM R had the least skill with respect to climatology and in co mparison to other seaso ns.

Both fall and  winter fell in betwe en the spring a nd summ er results and w ere similar to ea ch other (F igs. 8 and 9) . 

FMR scores showed a general 30-40%  improvement over climatology for days 2 through 4 for both trace=0 and

trace=m easurab le events before decreasing to 10% or less from day 6 on.  For trace=m easurab le events, both

seasons mir rored ea ch other with S kill Scores ran ging close to a   35% im provem ent for day 2  which diminish ed to

5% or less improvement by days 7 and 8.

Annually (Fig s. 8 and 9), F MR fo recasts show ed the same  general trend  in skill as in the seaso nal breakd owns. 

Again, looking at both trace=0 and trace=m easurab le events, FMR showed no negative skill.  It also showed a

decent of im provem ent of 20-4 0% in the fo recast perio d for days 2  through 4, b ut then decre ased to sho wing only

little improvement over climate for days 7 and 8.  Overall the trace=m easurab le data set had more forecast skill than

the trace=0 data set.

5.  Summary

Several findings in this study are well known to experienced forecasters.  By most measures, the skill of temperature

and prec ipitation forec asts decrea ses with increasin g lead time, sho wing margina l skill over climate  by days 7 an d 8.  

Findings from the MLI data were similar to the results discussed in Jensenius et al (1995) in this regard.  Also,

temperature forecasts in seasons of frequent air mass changes and/or climatic extreme tend to be less skillful and

show a higher degree of spread in the forecast error (i.e., higher standard deviations) than forecasts during

unchanging, near seasona l conditions.

Other findings are not as straightforward.  Errors in forecast temperatures did not average to be of an opposite sign

of the climatic anomaly (i.e., MO S forecasts were not too co ol during unusually warm weather).  In fact, forecast

temperatures during unseasonably warm periods in 1999 still had a warm bias, not a cold bias as might be expected

from the MOS approach which relies heavily on climatology.  Moreover, the low Brier Scores for precipitation may

be due to the relatively dry year in 1999.  For example, forecasts with zero or very low POPs would consistently beat

climatology on dry days, as was frequ ently the case in 1999.  Interestingly, temperature fore casts had the lowest

MAEs during the summer when precipitation forecasts showed the least skill.  Precipitation forecasts showed the

highest skill during the winter when temperature forecasts were least skillful (along with fall).  FMR precipitation

forecasts, in general, verified better when assuming a trace observation to be measurable as opposed to setting a trace

equal to zero, as was done in the process of equation development.  Most of this improvement occurred during the

spring season with slightly below normal precipitation.

This study w as confined  to only one ye ar of data.  T o increase th e value of statistica l forecasts and  consequ ently

improve medium range forecasts, this type of verification needs to be conducted on a continual basis with feedback

routinely provided to forecasters.  Moreover, a detailed look at occasions when large forecast misses occur should be

conduc ted.  And the se occurre nces should  be tied into an  assessment o f synoptic and  large scale p atterns to help

understand how m odel performanc e and thus statistical guidance skill varies with different flow regimes.
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Fig. 8.  Skill Score for trace=m easurab le events.
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Fig. 9.  Skill Score for trace=0 events.
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